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Abstract–Martian crust endured several large meteoroid impacts subsequent to the demise of an early
global magnetic field. Shock pressures associated with these impacts demagnetized parts of the crust,
to an extent determined by shock resistance of magnetic materials in the crust. Impacts that form large
basins generate pressures in excess of 1 GPa within a few crater radii of their impact sites. Crustal
materials near the surface experience significantly reduced impact pressure, which varies with depth
and distance from the impact point. We present new demagnetization experiments on magnetite
(Fe3O4), hematite (α-Fe2O3), and titanohematite (Fe2−xTixO3 where x <0.2). Our measurements show
that pressures of ~1 GPa are sufficient to partially demagnetize all of these minerals. The efficiency of
demagnetization by impact pressure is proportional to the logarithm of the minerals’ magnetic
coercivity. The impact pressure magnetic response from exsolved titanohematite samples is consistent
with the magnetization decay near Prometheus impact basin and may point to an oxidized igneous rock
in Terra Sirenum region at the time of acquisition of magnetic remanence. The remaining magnetic
anomalies near large impact basins suggest moderate crustal coercivity. These anomalies point to
titanomagnetite as a magnetic carrier and more reduced condition during crustal formation.

INTRODUCTION

Analyses of martian meteorites and data from Mars
Global Surveyor (MGS) have advanced our knowledge of the
chemistry and the structure of martian crust and mantle
(Zuber 2001). However, many fundamental questions remain
to be answered. Among the unexplained problems is the
nature of the highly magnetized crustal materials. Crustal
magnetization on Mars is at least an order of magnitude
greater than on Earth, requiring large volumes of highly
magnetized material in Mars’ crust (Connerney et al. 1999;
Voorhies et al. 2002). The source bodies may be quite thick,
perhaps >50 km, and deep seated (~100 km) (Arkani-Hamed
2002; Nimmo and Gilmore 2001). However, the thickness,
magnetization intensity, and source depth are poorly
constrained observationally (Connerney et al. 2004).

The 4-Gyr-old (±0.1) martian meteorite ALH 84001 is at
present the oldest well-documented sample with remanent
magnetization in our solar system (Weiss et al. 2002a, b).
Crustal remanence on Mars was likely acquired before the end
of the heavy bombardment (Acuña et al. 1999), as evidenced
by the lack of magnetization in the centers of impact basins.

The shock wave generated by an impact produces high
pressures that penetrate and demagnetize the crust well
beyond the crater rim (Halekas et al. 2002). If a large ambient
magnetic field is present during the impact, the penetrating
shock wave can induce a shock remanent magnetization
(SRM) in low coercivity minerals (Cisowski and Fuller 1978). 

Impact sites are also sources of massive volumes of
impact melt which upon cooling would carry magnetic
particles. These magnetic minerals would have a strong
magnetic remanence if a significant global magnetic field
were present when they cooled below their blocking
temperatures. The absence of magnetic anomalies over these
basins suggests that the cooling occurred most likely in the
absence of a global magnetic field.

IMPACT MODEL

We assume that portions of martian crust were
demagnetized by shock associated with large impacts and in
the absence of a dynamo. The temperatures achieved near
an impact site will also demagnetize the crust (Mohit and
Arkani-Hamed 2004). While analyzing magnetic anomalies
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near the large impact basins, we have applied models for
shock pressure propagation from the point of impact on
Mars (Hood et al. 2003). We analyze impact pressures in
four large impact basins of Mars: Prometheus (Milkovich et
al. 2002; Schenk and Moore 2000; Tanaka and Scott 1987),
Argyre, Hellas, and Isidis (Tanaka et al. 1986). 

The Hugoniot Equation

(1)

The Hugoniot equation approximates the shock pressure
decay P(r) with radial distance r perpendicular to the
surface, directly below the impact point, from an empirical
determination of particle velocity decay (Melosh 1989).
Here, ρot is the unshocked target mass density, Ct and St are
empirically determined shock parameters (Melosh 1989),
and u0 is the initial particle velocity at distance r0 from the
impact point. Therefore, r0 indicates the radius of the
impactor. The radius of the impactor is estimated by the π-
scaling law from the knowledge of the radii of transient basin
diameters (Schmidt and Housen 1987). The scaling laws
apply to the formation of simple and complex craters, and are
less appropriate for the basin-forming regime where they
will likely underestimate the size of the impact projectile.

Assuming that the transient crater rim coincides with the
inner topographic boundaries, as reported for Chicxulub
(Morgan et al. 1997), one obtains estimates of impactor
diameters from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA)
topography data (Smith et al. 1999) (see Table 1) for these
basins using the planar impact approximation (Ahrens and
O’Keefe 1977).1 Solving Equation 1 for the radius r of the
maximum pressure delivered by impact gives: 

(2)

Isobars for 1, 2, and 5 GPa pressures are plotted in Fig. 1
for the large impact basins of Mars, Prometheus, Argyre,
Hellas, and Isidis. For crater location and calculated pressure
diameters see Table 1. However, the pressure hemisphere
does not extend to the surface because the pressure on the
surface is by definition zero. The boundary condition (zero
pressure) on the surface is accomplished by a rarefaction
wave, equal in strength but opposite in sign to the shock wave,
which propagates downward from the surface as soon as the
shock wave arrives. The sum of the pressure in shock and
rarefaction waves is always zero on the free surface and
interference between the two waves occurs below the surface
(see Fig. 5.7, Melosh 1989). The onset of the maximum
interference pressure is a complex function of time (Melosh
1989), which we need not be concerned with. The maximum
pressure experienced by the rock inside the interference zone
increases more or less linearly with depth (see Figs. 5.7 and
5.8 in Melosh 1989) until it reaches the maximum pressure
predicted (see also Table 1). Therefore, the pressures
estimated from the Hugoniot equations (Hood et al. 2003) are
only valid at the bottom of the interference zone, the depth zs
that can be estimated (Melosh 1989) from:

(3)

Here, s is the horizontal distance across the surface from the
impact site to the position where the depth of the interference
zone is evaluated, the product Utτr is the width of the rising
portion of the shock wave that is roughly equal to the
projectile’s radius, and deq is the equivalent impact center
depth. We estimate the depth at which the rock experienced
pressures exceeding 1 GPa (Fig. 2) allowing for
approximately linear decrease in pressure toward the surface.

Observations

The identification of crustal magnetic signatures on Mars
with specific geological/topographic features is difficult and
controversial. There is, as yet, no clear association between
the magnetism of the martian crust and surface morphology
beyond the association with topography evidenced in the

Table 1. Crater data: crater locations are determined by latitude and W longitude. CD/I is a crater diameter and depth to
1 GPa interference zone at CD distance, ID is an impactor’s diameter calculated from CD using the impact scaling code
developed by H. J. Melosh, available at http://www.lpl.arizona.edu/tekton/crater.html. PD1, PD2, and PD5 are the
distances of peak pressure (1, 2, and 5 GPa) isolines estimated from the momentum conservation equations. 

Crater
Latitude
(°)

Longitude
(°)

CD/I 
(km)

ID 
(km)

PD1 
(km)

PD2 
(km)

PD5 
(km)

Hellas –42 294 1520/6.7 520 9440 6530 4030
Isidis 13 273 1200/5.2 380 6970 4820 2970
Argyre –50 42 1000/4.3 300 5520 3820 2360
Prometheus –84 266 860/3.6 250 4550 3150 1940

1The impact code was developed by H. J. Melosh and is available at http://
www.lpl.arizona.edu/tekton/crater.html. Input parameters used: 2900 kg/m3

for impactor and target density (gabbroic anorthosite composition); 3.72 m/s2

for the gravity acceleration; 45° for the most probable impact angle. Planar
approximations give a peak particle velocity of 7.5 km/s for a gabbroic
anorthosite impactor impacting on a gabbroic anorthosite target at 15 km/s.
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Fig. 1. MGS MOLA topographic maps (dark red is the highest and dark blue is the lowest altitude) compared with MGS magnetic maps across
large impact basins: a) Prometheus; b) Argyre; c) Hellas; and d) Isidis. The purple color indicates the absolute values of radial magnetic
signature exceeding 10 nT at night side and 400 km satellite altitude. The contour lines have a contour interval of 10 nT. The heavy white circle
is the crater diameter. The circles of increasing diameters indicate the peak pressure exceeding 5, 2, and 1 GPa, respectively, during the impacts
(estimated analytically, see text).

Fig. 2. Plot of the distance from the center of impact versus depth where the maximum impact pressure exposure exceeds 1 GPa. The
hypothetical source of magnetic anomalies, the majority of which experienced pressures exceeding 1 GPa, is shown in brown and the source
affected by impact pressures of less than 1 GPa is shown in light blue.
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crustal dichotomy and the largest impact basins (Acuña et al.
1999) and broad spatial correlation with the martian valley
networks (Harrison and Grimm 2002). In this work, we
examine crustal regions on Mars that contain magnetic
sources and are also close to the center of a large impact
basin. For our analysis, we work with contours of the radial
magnetic field measured at the altitude of 400 km (Connerney
et al. 2001; see Fig. 1). A minimum contour value of 10 nT
was chosen to eliminate spurious field of external origin. 

Magnetic maps across major impact basins on Mars show
a clear absence of magnetic field toward the centers of these
basins (Fig. 1). However, the occurrence of magnetization
close to the impact basin’s center indicates the presence of
magnetic minerals capable of retaining magnetization despite
the shock event. Most of the work on pressure
demagnetization shows that demagnetization effects increase
with the magnetic coercivity (Hc) of the magnetic carrier
(impact experiments: Cisowski and Fuller 1978; Nagata 1971;
Pohl et al. 1975; static experiments: Rochette et al. 2003a;
observational compendium: Pilkington and Grieve 1992). 

EXPERIMENTS

We have measured the saturation remanent
magnetization of magnetic minerals (measured by
superconducting rock magnetometer, 2G Inc.), subjected
these minerals to a low-level impact pressure (1 GPa) in a
weak magnetic field (≈100 nT), and re-measured the
magnetic remanence after the impact. The magnetic
inclination of samples is in respect to the vertical impact
direction. For example, 0° of the natural remanent
magnetization (NRM) inclination indicates that the
magnetization vector of the specimen is perpendicular to the
impact’s direction (see Table 3). We have chosen the most
common candidate magnetic minerals that can contribute
appreciably to magnetic sources and are likely to be present
within the deep martian crust. These are multidomain (MD)
magnetite, single (SD)/pseudosingle domain magnetite, MD
hematite, and exsolved titanohematite. Multidomain hematite
and magnetite samples were characterized (Kletetschka et al.
2000a) by hysteresis properties, microprobe, X-ray
diffraction, and Morin and Verwey transitions (Kletetschka
and Wasilewski 2002), respectively. Single domain magnetite
is naturally dispersed in green spinel and was characterized
by hysteresis properties, microprobe, and Verwey transition
(Kletetschka 1998). Finally, titanohematite (sample w6b has
9% of dissolved ilmenite component (Kletetschka et al. 2002)
with exsolved lamellae of ferrian ilmenite was characterized
by hysteresis properties, microprobe, and reflected light
microscopy (Kletetschka 1998). 

Amplitudes of the NRM for exsolution of SD magnetite
within a spinel varied within the range of 0.03–0.70 Am2/kg;
0.02–0.04 Am2/kg for MD magnetite; 0.05–0.45 Am2/kg for
MD hematite; and 0.1–0.5 Am2/kg for titanohematite. The

nature of the NRM in all of these samples, except the MD
magnetite, is most likely the chemical remanent
magnetization where the magnetic phase formed as exsolution
or chemical precipitation below the Curie temperature of the
mineral. These minerals have only one magnetic component
as evidenced by the AF demagnetization of the parent rock
(Kletetschka 1998; Kletetschka and Stout 1998). We acquired
one TRM laboratory component at 50,000 nT in MD
magnetite (large single crystal samples). 

Samples have a broad spectrum of magnetic coercivity
and, thus, were well chosen to show the effects of coercivity
on impact pressure demagnetization reported previously
(Cisowski and Fuller 1978; Nagata 1971; Pilkington and
Grieve 1992; Pohl et al. 1975). Multidomain hematite has
higher magnetic coercivity (Hc = 13 mT) than MD magnetite
(Hc = 1.8 mT) due to a low demagnetizing energy and, thus,
the large amount of pinning energy holding the domain walls
in place (Kletetschka et al. 2000c). The SD magnetite has
larger coercivity (Hc = 19 mT) than MD magnetite due to
absence of domain walls. The magnetic mineral with the
largest coercivity (Hc ~260 mT) is exsolved titanohematite in
which the coercivity is increased by exsolution processes
(Kletetschka et al. 2002) and/or by lamellar magnetism
(Robinson et al. 2002). For all of the minerals studied, the
rigidity (shear) modulus was comparable, e.g., 91.2 GPa for
magnetite, 91.0 GPa for hematite, and 108.5 GPa for spinel
(see Bass 1995).

We used a magnetically shielded target area (<100 nT,
µ-metal-shielded space) at room temperature and pressure
during impact experiments (Fig. 3b). We positioned an
aluminum plate 1.5 cm-thick and 7 cm in diameter beneath
the target and atop a 10 kg lead brick resting on foam shock
absorbers. Magnetic minerals were shaped into rectangular
fragments with 10 ± 3 mm2 impact area and 1.0 ± 0.5 mm
thick. Samples were positioned in the center of a circular
glass slide (25.4 mm in diameter and 1.5 mm thick) and
surrounded by a thin strip of non-magnetic play dough to
preserve the glass assembly after the impact (Fig. 3c left). A
1 kg standard mass was used for an impact projectile. A
second glass slide of identical shape was taped to the front
impact area of the impactor (Fig. 3c middle). Guided by a
non-magnetic ventilated paper shaft, the impactor was
dropped from the height of 1 m, onto a magnetically
shielded sample area (Fig. 3c right) to achieve the impact
pressure of ~1 GPa. The samples penetrated and shattered
the glass slide, coming to rest between the two glass slides
(Fig. 3c left). The pressure experienced by the sample is
estimated using:

(4)

where m is the mass of the impactor (1 kg), g is gravitational
acceleration (9.81 m/s2), S is the accelerating distance of the
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impactor (1.00 m), S′ is the decelerating distance (equal to the
samples’ thickness; 1.0 ± 0.5 mm), and A is the impact area
(10 ± 3 mm2). Given these uncertainties, the resulting impact
pressure was between 0.5 GPa and 2 GPa. Air friction was
neglected. The play dough and tape held the sample inside the
pair of glass slides after impact. The magnetic remanence
measurements were performed directly on the post-impact
glass assembly containing the samples. Stress concentrations
associated with the penetration process may have slightly
increased the peak pressure experienced by the sample.
Sample diameters are about 3 mm, i.e., about the same
thickness as a pair of two glass slides after the impact. If the
sample had been slightly thinner, the peak pressure would

have been lower than assumed. These considerations result in
fairly large uncertainties in the estimated peak pressures.

RESULTS

The percentage of initial remanent magnetization (both
natural and saturated) that remained after impact (~1 GPa),
averaged over many samples, groups by mineralogy (Fig. 3;
Table 3). The efficiency of demagnetization was insensitive to
the direction of the original magnetization. Different minerals
endured the impact with different resistance to
demagnetization. MD magnetite retained the least amount of
magnetization (12 ± 3%) and had the lowest magnetic

Fig. 3. a) The magnetic coercivity of minerals is plotted against measurements of magnetic response to ~0.5–2.0 GPa shock pressure for
various minerals. The error bars are based on 5 samples of MD magnetite, 3 samples of SD magnetite, 18 samples of MD hematite, and 16
samples of titanohematite with ilmenite exsolution; b) a schematic of the impact apparatus to scale; c) geometry of the experiment: left-the
sample after the impact of the 1 kg weight is trapped between the pair of two glass slides stuck together by a small amount of green clay. The
samples were ~3 mm in diameter; middle-the paper airshaft directs the brass 1 kg weight to the sample impact area. The paper tube is lifted
above the sample area by about 4 cm to allow the air mass in front of the projectile to escape during the free fall; right-the sample chamber is
equipped with a 3-layer m-shielded chamber with the background noise of 100 nT. The impact glass rests on aluminum cylinder on top of the
lead brick suspended on shock absorbers.
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coercivity (1.8 mT). Both moderate coercivity minerals
hematite and magnetite (13 mT and 19 mT for MD hematite
and SD magnetite) retained 33 ± 10%, and 33 ± 8%,
respectively. Titanohematite with exsolved lamellae had the
largest coercivity (260 mT) and retained 75 ± 11% of its
original remanent magnetization. The correlation between
coercivity and pressure demagnetization, illustrated in
Fig. 3a, indicates a proportionality relationship of
M% ∝ log(Hc), where M% is the percentage of remanent
magnetization retained post-impact. This dependence is
supported by numerous experimental observations (Cisowski
and Fuller 1978; Nagata 1971; Pilkington and Grieve 1992;
Pohl et al. 1975). Our experiments on magnetic MD and SD
magnetite are consistent with recent diamond anvil static
pressure measurements on MD and SD magnetite (Gilder et
al. 2002) where the saturation magnetization of both MD and
SD magnetite decreased by more than 50% after application
of 3 GPa static pressure. Recent work (Rochette et al. 2003b)
indicates that pyrrhotite, another common rock-forming
mineral, completely demagnetizes at 3 GPa at room
temperature and retains less than 50% of its original
magnetization between 1 and 2 GPa.

Our shock demagnetization data are compared with the
major impact basins on Mars (Fig. 1). Based on our modeling
(Figs. 1 and 2) and assuming that the magnetic sources are not
deeper than 100 km, only the regions within ~2.5 crater radii
of the impact basins can be significantly modified by the
impact pressure. Most of the anomaly sources reside at depths
less than 100 km (Arkani-Hamed 2002; Connerney et al.
1999; Nimmo and Gilmore 2001; Voorhies et al. 2002). 

Figure 2 shows that the pressure exceeds 1 GPa in most
of the magnetic source volumes occurring at the distances of
<2 crater radii and shallower than 100 km. However, the
magnetic source volumes that are further from their impact
basin (within 2.5–4.0 radii) should be affected by pressures
not exceeding 1 GPa (see Fig. 2). For lack of more detailed
information, we assume that the intensity of magnetization in
the crust scales linearly with the amplitude of the magnetic
field measured above at satellite altitude. This would be the
case, for example, if the field were due to a distribution of
randomly oriented dipole sources in the crust. This estimate
neglects potentially significant details of the source
distribution, for example, the thickness of the magnetized
layer, systematic variation in source geometry, and/or
magnetization direction. We regard this estimate with caution
and proceed with the assumption that this crustal
magnetization can be crudely correlated to our experimental
magnetic response of minerals (Fig. 3).

DISCUSSION

Figure 4 and Table 2 illustrates how maxima of the
magnetic anomalies, one located within 1.0–2.0 crater radii
and the second one within 2.5–4.0 crater radii (see Fig. 1),

decrease with the proximity to a large impact basins. Beyond
~2.5 crater radii, the impact pressure does not exceed 1 GPa
(Fig. 2) and this crustal source volume is not significantly
affected by the impact. The purpose of this study is to
estimate the relative demagnetization of the source volume
inside the near region (1.0–2.0 radii) that relates to an
observable magnetic anomaly. We locate the largest anomaly
in the near region and divide it by the largest magnetic
anomaly in the far region (2.5–4.0 radii). This procedure
neglects important characteristics of source distribution and
only crudely indicates the demagnetization effect of the
original crustal magnetization. This decrease in crustal
magnetization near the impact basins can then be related to
our experimentally derived response to an impact pressure in
terms of magnetic coercivity (Fig. 3). The 60–70% decrease
in magnetization (Fig. 4) for Hellas, Argyre, and Isidis impact
basins suggest the magnetic anomalies near these basins are
caused by magnetic mineral with moderate magnetic
coercivity of ~10 mT (e.g., SD magnetite). A 10% decrease in
magnetization observed for Prometheus (Fig. 4) can only be
explained by magnetic minerals that have large magnetic
coercivity (~1000 mT). This large value of magnetic
coercivity rules out magnetite as a magnetic carrier. 

Prometheus basin is the only large impact basin near the
highly magnetized rocks in Terra Sirenum containing
compact and very intense magnetic anomalies (southern
hemisphere between 140–210° W longitude). It is suggested
that magnetic anomalies within Terra Sirenum have different
nature of its magnetic source due to contrasting coercivity
requirement near this impact basin. Prometheus basin toward
Hellas and Argyre has very little of the magnetic signature.
This suggests that Prometheus impact is along the boundary
where the nature of the crustal magnetic source changes from
a less stable to a stable and intense magnetic sources (Fig. 1a). 

Magnetic signatures around impact basins suggest the
existence of three different types of magnetic sources in the
crust. The first type contains magnetic mineral of intense
remanence and large coercivity (e.g., titanohematite) and the
distribution is suggested by the occurrence of large magnetic
anomalies (Fig. 1). The second type of magnetic crust contains
magnetic minerals with moderate magnetic coercivity (e.g.,
SD magnetite) and is characterized by moderate magnetic
anomalies. The third type has little or no magnetic signature
and is either younger than the pre-existing dynamo or the
magnetic carriers were replaced after the dynamo shut down.
It is also conceivable that the magnetic source may have very
small magnetic coercivity (MD magnetite) and, thus, any
magnetization it once had was unstable and decayed to a
negligible value as a result of elevated temperatures in the
deep crust.

The contrasting behavior of magnetic anomalies around
Prometheus was in fact well supported by evidence in the
work of Langlais et al. (2004; Fig. 6), though not pointed out
in the text. Few magnetic minerals have large coercivity
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needed to explain the magnetic decay indicated near
Prometheus basin. To preserve large coercivity, in general
magnetic minerals have large magnetic anisotropy allowing
an acquisition of magnetization only in certain directions. The
most common rock-forming magnetic minerals of this nature
are (titano-) hematite and pyrrhotite.

The magnetization of hematite and pyrrhotite in their
pure form changes with grain size (Kletetschka et al. 2003).
The maximum possible TRM of large grains of hematite and
pyrrhotite is a little over 1,000 A/m. Since both hematite and
pyrrhotite can acquire strong magnetizations while in large
grain size, they could be part of large iron formations that may
have formed due to hydrothermal alteration early in Mars’
history. In such cases, the concentration of hematite and/or
pyrrhotite can exceed 50% by volume and the intensity of
magnetization of the bulk material can reach 500 A/m
(Kletetschka et al. 2000b). 

The presence of hematite in lower crustal martian rocks
would imply high oxidation levels. The occurrence of hematite
bearing lower crustal rocks on Earth is commonly attributed to
the orogenic recycling of oxidized surface material (Frost
1991)—a process for which there is no clear evidence on Mars
so far. Pyrrhotite has been detected in the SNC meteorites and
suggests a possibility of large hydrothermal flows
accumulating this mineral in a massive form.

Titanohematite has both impact resistant remanence and
sufficient magnetic intensity. Titanohematite and/or hematite
occurs frequently in the oxidized crust of the Earth including
the lower crustal rocks (Kletetschka and Stout 1998;
Kletetschka et al. 2002; McEnroe et al. 2001a, b). Crustal
rocks can be also oxidized later as a result of hydrothermal
activity producing alteration zones with gradual
decomposition of primary magnetite to hematite (Just and
Kontny 2002) (martitization). Post-magmatic pervasive
alteration can take place during the early cooling history of the
rock. This alteration is associated with retrograde P-T
conditions and different paragenesis implicating several
episodes of fluid circulation. With a decrease of temperature,
oxygen fugacity increases. The oxidation of the magnetite can
occur with a later stage of the pervasive alteration when biotite
chloritizes within a temperature interval between 180–200 °C
and pressures between 0.2–0.3 GPa (Jacquemont 2002). Due
to the low magnetic intensity of the altered minerals (Just,
personal communication), and because this kind of alteration
produces pure hematite as opposed to titanohematite
exsolution, it is probably not a viable explanation for
generating very intense magnetic anomalies on Mars.

Fig. 4. The relative magnetization near large impact basins deduced from large-scale magnetic anomalies (Fig. 1; Table 2) that occur within
the specified distance (1.0–2.0 and 2.5–4.0 radii) from the centers of the large craters.

Table 2. Magnetic anomalies (radial component) near large 
impact basins.

Magnetic 
anomaly

Magnitude 
(nT)

Distance 
(R/R0)

Latitude/
longitude

P1 95.9 1.83 –78.2/175.1
P2 105.0 3.62 –63.6/180.5
A1 15.0 1.61 –37.1/48.1
A2 48.5 2.76 –33.7/64.8
H1 33.2 1.97 –16.9/289.8
H2 84.3 3.54 –4.6/323.8
I1 16.8 1.75 9.2/285.7
I2 41.0 3.95 –15.5/244.5
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Table 3. Impact magnetic data on various minerals: nrm = natural remanent magnetization; sirm = saturation remanent
magnetization; I = magnetic inclination (a value of 0° inclination is perpendicular to the impact direction); D = magnetic
declination.

Sample 
name Condition

M 
(Am2/kg)

I 
(°)

D 
(°)

Sample 
name Condition

M 
(Am2/kg)

I 
(°)

D 
(°)

MD magnetite SD magnetite
90lp12c1 NRM 0.0275 −22 257 w6sp2 SIRM 1.2489 −17 44

impact 0.0036 −27 258 impact 0.3706 −31 45
90lp12c2 NRM 0.0331 8 21 w6sp3 NRM 0.7379 72 355

impact 0.0049 −35 41 impact 0.3116 50 45
90lp12c3 NRM 0.0234 −82 257 w6sp4 NRM 0.4247 9 359

impact 0.0016 −87 258 impact 0.1191 −3 10
90lp12c4 NRM 0.0421 45 21

impact 0.0051 −35 41
90lp12c5 NRM 0.0366 −52 257 Exsolved titanohematite

impact 0.0046 24 258 w6s1 NRM 0.1378 −18 56
MD hematite impact 0.1032 −11 61
115249s1 SIRM 0.3224 5 70 w6s2 NRM 0.1206 −14 62

impact 0.1359 2 80 impact 0.1155 −11 68
c6103c1 NRM 0.1535 −17 164 w6s3 SIRM 0.4095 −11 327

impact 0.0441 −16 180 impact 0.1803 −8 340
c6103c2 NRM 0.0676 −46 80 w6s4 NRM 0.0996 3 120

impact 0.0282 −20 29 impact 0.0123 −9 198
c6103c3 NRM 0.1379 −34 304 w6s5 NRM 0.0850 −42 299

impact 0.0452 −23 308 impact 0.0594 −43 288
orrs1 NRM 0.2335 −58 104 w6s6 NRM2 0.0344 −59 159

impact 0.0994 −11 97 impact 0.0317 −32 148
orrs2 NRM 0.3214 −48 273 w6s7 NRM 0.1216 84 324

impact 0.0783 −25 261 impact 0.1061 66 290
orrs3 NRM 0.1827 −16 79 w6s8 NRM 0.0917 −39 146

impact 0.0419 −9 85 impact 0.0526 −28 140
orrs4 NRM 0.1493 10 92 w6s9 NRM 0.0709 −30 255

impact 0.0611 37 92 impact 0.0426 −15 240
orrs5 NRM 0.1380 −19 91 w6s10 NRM 0.0413 −17 206

impact 0.0309 5 93 impact 0.0282 −16 190
orrs6 NRM 0.2312 −70 224 w6s11 SIRM 0.1272 −14 2

impact 0.0237 −30 83 impact 0.1027 −11 359
orrs7 NRM 0.4065 48 272 w6s12 NRM 0.0555 10 202

impact 0.1012 2 272 impact 0.0430 12 241
orrs8 NRM 0.2977 80 116 w6s13 NRM 0.0488 −1 141

impact 0.0510 25 91 impact 0.0389 6 132
ors1 SIRM 0.3784 8 95 w6dm1 SIRM 0.1325 48 322

impact 0.1616 4 89 impact 0.1107 48 322
ors2 SIRM 0.4441 0 91 w6dm2 SIRM 0.1370 7 16

impact 0.1988 3 86 impact 0.0929 18 32
ors3 SIRM 0.4502 83 329 w6dm3 NRM 0.0833 39 179

impact 0.0723 78 252 impact 0.0670 19 186
ors4 SIRM 0.4830 86 34 w6dm4 NRM 0.0347 −65 69

impact 0.1563 77 213 impact 0.0204 −54 94
ors5 SIRM 0.3828 81 347 w6dm5 NRM 0.0610 53 1

impact 0.1007 65 355 impact 0.0644 43 77
ors6 SIRM 0.4102 8 177 w6dm6 SIRM 0.2977 23 176

impact 0.1955 5 178 impact 0.1199 22 178
ors7 SIRM 0.4881 5 97 w6dm7 NRM 0.0603 33 142

impact 0.2183 4 103 impact 0.0421 41 140
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Another potential magnetic source can be a
metasedimentary high-grade rock which can contain intensely
magnetic titanohematite (Kletetschka and Stout 1998;
Kletetschka et al. 2000a). However, given the early time
proposed for the origin of these anomalies (Acuña et al.
1999), this source appears to be unlikely, because the large
volume of rocks that would have to be formed, eroded,
deposited, and deeply buried within a relatively short time
scale. 

The magnetic source can consist of early oxide cumulates
within the deep, initially very oxidized, igneous gabbro/norite
rocks dominated by hemoilmenite (McEnroe et al. 2001b;
Wilson et al. 1996) (ilmenite host with titanohematite
lamellae). This requirement for oxidized gabbro/norite type of
rock would indicate a widespread occurrence of early highly
oxidized magma, either derived from the early highly oxidized
composition of the planet or from the mixing with the early
oxygen-rich fluids originating from a large body of water on
the surface, possibly an early ocean on Mars. However, we
have to state that our implications of high oxidation state are
not supported by the analyses of martian meteorites, perhaps
indicating that the meteorites came from the crustal material
that originated outside the Terra Sirenum region.

CONCLUSIONS

Experimental impacts, in absence of an ambient magnetic
field, achieving pressures of 0.5–2.0 Gpa, on individual, well-
characterized magnetic minerals significantly demagnetize
pre-existing levels of magnetization. Titanohematite preserves
75 ± 11%; SD magnetite 33 ± 8%; MD hematite 33 ± 10%; and
MD magnetite 12 ± 3% of its initial magnetization after an
impact. Elastic-impact magnetic resistance increases linearly
with the logarithm of the magnetic coercivity. Impact
demagnetization associated with the large impact basins on
Mars was not sufficient to demagnetize the martian crust to
large distances from the crater owing to the pressure
interference zone associated with the impacts. The impact
pressure analysis and distribution of magnetic sources within
the depth of 100 km allow a crude correlation of magnetic
anomalies with crustal magnetic coercivity. Sources near
Hellas, Argyre, and Isidis impact basins are of moderate
magnetic coercivity and are consistent with magnetite/
titanomagnetite and/or pure hematite. Sources near the
Prometheus basin possess significantly larger magnetic
coercivity ruling out magnetite as a major magnetic source.
Magnetite can still contribute, but less than another high-
coercivity mineral. The Prometheus basin is in the proximity
of Terra Sirenum, the region with intense magnetic anomalies
(southern hemisphere between 142–210° W longitude). The
magnetic anomaly data indicate that the source of this
magnetic complex may have a different nature than the rest of
the anomalies. Large magnetic coercivity requirement for this
region suggests that a plausible magnetic source should

consist of coarse-grained exsolved titanohematite and/or
pyrrhotite in addition to magnetite. Even though currently
there is no evidence for high oxidation of the martian crust, our
data support that high oxidation may be occurring, at least
regionally, in the Terra Sirenum region. 
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